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The Arduino is just the tip of the IoT‐iceberg ‐ trends and challenges in the Internet of Things
By Harald Zeitlhofer and Jürgen Etzlstorfer, Dynatrace

Talk Abstract
Digital transformation has merged new types of devices and various technologies to holistic
solutions. By talking about IoT, many think primarily of sensors, micro controllers, Arduinos or
Raspberry PIs. Those are essential components though, but the Internet of Things is much more.
Powerful backends, typically in cloud environments, form a solid base for the actual logic and
intelligence. Sophisticated technologies allow the integration of new data sources, which can provide
added value to the overall solution, if leveraged properly. However, that process creates new
challenges and demands to the IoT environment, like the migration of processing logic from the
backend into powerful devices close to data origins (edge computing). Combined with the advancing
integration of human/machine interfaces we see the evolution of a complex, highly scalable IoT
landscapes. By using real‐life scenarios from different industries we’ll show how such systems are
designed and how they can be operated efficiently.
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